SECTION V
MISCELLANEOUS
(Pertaining to countries not included in this work
but having reference to Indology)
Acharya, P. K.—Maya Architecture   of   Central  America.
JUPHB. XIV, Pt 2, pp. 36-40.	[1705
Discusses the word Maya of the several architectural texts and
says that it need not be the name of the same person; like Manu,
it appears to l)e a generic name. Then he goes on the Maya remains
discovered in Mexico and concludes that the Central American
civilisation was directly derived from India.
Ohaman Lai—Hindu America. 9H"X6", pp. 247 + xvii, 84
illus. 2nd Edn. New Book Company, Bombay, 1941. [1706
Parallels between the culture of the American Indians and that of
the ancient Hindus. It is difficult to be certain about direct influence
or borrowing by one culture from another. Undertakes to prove the
pre-historic wave of emigration from India found its way to the
Western Continent long before Columbus reached its islands in the
East.
Chand, Bool—The Evacuation   of  the  Island  of  Karrack,
1841-42.   In No. 1222, pp. 163-169.	[1707
Narrates a case of conflict between the Government of India under
Lord Auckland and the  British Foreign Office, in 1841.   The conflict
of view related to the  small island of Karrak in the Persian Gulf,
which had been occupied by the Government of India on  iQth June,
'1838, as a counterblast to the Persian invasion of Herat.
Flines,  B. W. V. Ode—Ohineesch poroelein  uit  den  Portu-
geeschen   tijd.    T1TLV.   LXXXI,   Pt.  3,   pp.  438-440,
2 plates.	[1708
Points out some Chinese porcelein having decorations of Portuguese
Coat-of-Arms.
Heras, H.—The   Hamitic   Indo-Mediterranean Race.    NR.
XIV, pp. 185-196.	[1709
Discusses the origin of primitive nations from the Biblical point of
view. Identifies the Dravidians of India as the original nucleus of
the Hamitic race; the identity of.the Aryans with the descendants
of Japheth is deduced from the innumeral lexical similarities between
Dravidian languages and Sanskrit.'

